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Welcome
to Focus

Imperial Health Charity Chief Executive Ian Lush meets the
President of Malta, Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca, on an
official visit to Charing Cross Hospital in November 2017

Welcome to the Winter 2018
edition of Focus, the
quarterly newsletter from
Imperial Health Charity.
With Christmas now behind
us, it is a good time to reflect
on the kindness and
generosity shown by
everyone who supported our
Wishing Tree Appeal during
the festive period.
The money raised will go towards our
hardship fund, which provides
emergency grants to support patients
and their families experiencing real
financial difficulty as a result of their time
in hospital.
Having been with the charity for more
than three years, I have seen the fund
make a massive difference to the lives of
hundreds of patients during what is often
an extremely distressing time.
Thanks to your fantastic support, we will
be able to continue funding everyday
expenses, such as transport,
accommodation, food and clothing costs
- essentials most of us take for granted
but which enable families to stay
together while a loved one is in hospital.
Whether you took part in the Santa Run,
wrote a Christmas wish or simply made a
donation, I would like to say a huge thank
you for your contribution.
We have much more to do over the
coming year as we continue to work
closely with the Trust to deliver lifechanging projects across our hospitals.
If you have had a great experience at
Charing Cross, Hammersmith, Queen
Charlotte’s & Chelsea, St Mary’s or the
Western Eye, or if you work for the Trust
and would like to give back, please
consider fundraising for us or making a
donation.

Ian Lush
Chief Executive, Imperial Health Charity

InFocus

Latest news from the charity
making a difference across the Trust

Charity takes centre stage
at the Affordable Art Fair
O
ur exciting hospital arts programme took centre stage at
the Affordable Art Fair in Battersea as
Imperial Health Charity was chosen
as the event’s official charity partner.
The fair - one of the biggest of its
kind in the UK - offered a unique
platform to demonstrate how the
arts can make a real difference for
patients and staff within the healthcare environment.
Thousands of visitors came to see
our stand, which featured a display
of original patient art, workshop
demonstrations by the team from
Paper Birch and highlights from our
museum-accredited collection.
Art enthusiasts also had the chance
to snap up our unique art and health
tote bags, featuring original designs
by David Shrigley.
Lucy Zacaria, Head of Arts at the
charity, said: “The fair was a fantastic
opportunity for us to showcase our
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work on the big stage and help
others understand the value of the
arts in improving the hospital
experience for patients.
“It was wonderful to see so many
people taking a real interest in our
arts programme.”
All proceeds from ticket sales for
our private view event at the fair have
been put towards the arts engagement programme, providing opportunities for patients to harness the
healing power of creativity through
workshops and bedside sessions.
If you missed the fair, we will be
returning to Battersea in March as
the official charity partner for the
spring Affordable Art Fair.
To find out more about our audience
engagement programme at the
Trust, visit
www.imperialcharity.org.uk/
audience-engagement-programme
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More Smiles Appeal for children’s unit
breaks through £1.8 million mark

T

he More Smiles Appeal is moving ever closer to its £2 million
target to transform the children’s intensive care unit at St Mary’s Hospital.
We are now well over three quarters
of the way towards reaching our goal,
with the total currently standing at
£1.81 million.
This money will be put towards the
much-needed overhaul of the unit,
expanding the space to allow for 200
extra patients to be treated every year
and creating better conditions for
staff to deliver outstanding care.
Construction is already under way,
with the Paediatric Research Unit recently moved to a new location. This
has made room for the first phase of
the development to begin, followed
by the full renovation of the existing
children’s intensive care unit. Once
completed, the two areas will be
merged, with the new-look ICU due
to open in January 2019.
A huge thank you to everyone who
has supported our appeal so far!
To keep up to date with all the latest
news from the appeal, visit
www.moresmiles.org.uk

Smiles all round for team
behind kids’ entertainment
S
pread a Smile - one of Imperial
Health Charity’s partner organisations - has been recognised for its
work with seriously ill children, taking
home a prize at The Sun’s Who Cares
Wins awards.
The children’s entertainment team
was presented with the best charity

award at the ceremony in October.
Imperial Health Charity has funded
Spread a Smile’s regular visits to St
Mary’s Hospital for the past year, with
a team of musicians, face painters, fairies and even a therapy dog
helping to brighten the day for sick
children.

The programme has been hugely
successful in relieving anxiety and
stress, both for parents and patients.
Josephine Segal and Vanessa
Crocker, Spread a Smile’s co-founders, said: “We are completely thrilled,
delighted and humbled to win the
best charity award from The Sun and
it is wonderful to get this recognition
for our work.”
Spread a Smile’s sessions at St
Mary’s have had a hugely positive
impact on families visiting the
hospital over the last year.
Anna, whose nine-year-old daughter
was diagnosed with neuroblastoma
at age four, said: “It is great that they
bring in a little colour because there
is nothing more heart-breaking than
seeing a child unable to play.”
The awards, hosted by Lorraine Kelly,
celebrated the unsung heroes across
the health service who excel in
improving the lives of patients.
To find out more about our grants
programme and other healthcare
projects we have funded, visit
www.imperialcharity.org.uk/grants
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Tapping into the
latest technology
Charity first to trial
ground-breaking
contactless giving
device in hospitals

I

mperial Health Charity has trialled
a brand new contactless donation
unit at St Mary’s Hospital - the first
time the TAP TO GIVE technology has
been used in a UK hospital.
It enables visitors to the hospital to
make an instant £5 donation to the
charity using their contactless debit
or credit card and offers a convenient
alternative to traditional collection
tins.
The charity partnered with tech
start-up GoodBox to develop the
device, which has also been tested at
the Natural History Museum.

The portable unit was installed in
the children’s outpatients department last autumn as part of an initial
trial, before being moved to accident
and emergency.
A smaller table-top device has also
been tested at fundraising events,
including the Affordable Art Fair in
October.

“With the 70th anniversary
of the NHS coming up,
contactless giving will
enable even more people to
give back to our hospitals”
Developing contactless donation
points across the Trust will offer
patients, staff and visitors a quick and
convenient option for giving back,
making it much easier to support the
charity’s work with a one-off
contribution.
Extra GoodBox units could also be
installed at Charing Cross, Hammersmith, Queen Charlotte’s & Chelsea
and the Western Eye later this year.
Ian Lush, Chief Executive of Imperial Health Charity, said: “This is a very
exciting time for NHS charities.
“We are seeing more and more
people willing to support their local
hospitals with cash donations, and
with the 70th anniversary of the NHS
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coming up this year we believe
contactless giving will enable even
more people to give back.
“We are delighted to be parterning
with GoodBox to introduce the first
unit at St Mary’s and we look forward
to rolling out more across our other
hospitals in the coming months.”
The device has been specially
designed to replace traditional glass
coin boxes and counter-top collection jars, which can be lost or easily
damaged.
More than half of all donations to
charities are still made in cash but
contactless giving is fast becoming a
more popular alternative to placing
coins in a bucket.
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IT consultant hikes Everest
to raise money for hospital
that saved his brother
A

n IT consultant whose brother
was seriously injured in a road
accident has completed an intense
trek through the Everest region to
raise money for Imperial Health
Charity.
Andy Reynolds took on the
Everest Base Camp Trek, climbing
five summits and reaching an
altitude of 5,546 metres.
He has raised almost £10,000,
which the charity will use to fund
improvements to the Intensive Care
Unit at St Mary’s Hospital.
Martin Reynolds, Andy’s brother,
was treated at the ICU after a
motor scooter accident left him with
a damaged spinal cord and a
fractured neck.

“When you’re walking at an
altitude of above 5,000
metres, the impact on your
body is really tough - it was
even harder than I imagined”
Martin required a gruelling eighthour operation and several weeks on
a ventilator following the crash. But
he is now on the road to recovery and the quality care he received at
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St Mary’s inspired Andy to do something special to give back.
Andy said: “What kept me motivated was knowing that I was raising
a significant amount of money for
the charity - and that my brother is
facing a much tougher mountain of
his own.”
Andy, from St Albans, spent 12
weeks training for the trek, climbing
Snowdon three times and working
out at the gym up to six times a
week.
He added: “I found the trek more
difficult than I had imagined and this
was primarily down to the altitude.
“When you’re walking at above
5,000 metres, the impact on your
body is really tough.”
Every penny Andy has raised will go
towards improving care at the ICU.

Some of it has been earmarked for a
piece of specialist ventilation equipment that made a big difference to
Martin while he was in hospital,
clearing his airways and making
breathing much easier.

“What kept me motivated
was raising money - and
knowing that my brother
is facing an even tougher
mountain of his own”
A portion of the money Andy raised
has been set aside to pay for a
second machine, so that many more
patients can be treated in the same
way.
Andy added: “When Martin came
off the ventilator, his cough wasn’t
strong enough to clear his lungs, so
this machine made a big difference
for him.
“They only have one of these
machines at St Mary’s and it was
Martin’s idea that we should try to
fund another one.”
Andy’s JustGiving web page has
raised just under £10,000, with
financial contributions from friends,
relatives and complete strangers.
He said: “My brother and I have
been genuinely blown away by the
support we have received. We’re so
grateful to everyone for their
generous contributions.”
Inspired by Andy’s story? Find out
about fundraising opportunities at
www.imperialcharity.org.uk/
fundraising-events
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Helping patients
facing financial
crisis at Christmas

Thousands raised
for families in need
after huge success
of winter appeal

F

amilies facing financial crisis
received a helping hand at
Christmas thanks to Imperial Health
Charity’s Wishing Tree Appeal.
More than £6,000 was raised during
the appeal, with all proceeds going
towards the hardship fund.
The fund provides emergency
grants to help patients and their
families cope with sudden and
unexpected costs arising from their
time in hospital.
The money can be used to cover
household bills, food and clothing
costs, as well as travel and accommodation fees so that friends and family
can be there to offer much-needed
support while their loved ones are in
hospital.
Trust staff and members of the
community showed their support
by donating £5 for a bauble on our
Christmas Wishing Trees, soaking up
the festive atmosphere at our classical and choral concerts, and buying
our unique Christmas cards.
The charity also partnered with

British Land, Paddington Central and
Smiley to promote the appeal.
Last year the hardship fund gave out
a total of £74,000 to help patients
struggling to make ends meet as a
result of their hospital care..
The success of this year’s appeal
will enable dozens more patients to
receive emergency support in their
hour of need.

“Jack’s illness escalated so
quickly - we just had to drop
everything and go”
The money will go to families like
the Garlicks, who found themselves
in crisis when baby Jack was rushed
to St Mary’s Hospital last year suffering from a rare virus. The fund
enabled the family to stay together
during this traumatic time.
“It all escalated so quickly and we
just had to drop everything and go,”
said Emma.
“You can never describe to someone
how it feels to watch your baby fight
for his life - the last thing you want
to be worrying about is money when
your child is so poorly.”
To find out more about the fund, visit
www.imperialcharity.org.uk/
dresden-fund

How does the hardship fund work?
The hardship fund provides support
for patients and families who are
in financial difficulty as a result of
being in hospital.
Only members of Trust staff can apply for a grant on behalf of a patient
being cared for at one of the five
hospitals.
Staff can apply for financial relief of
up to £2,000 for their patients, but
the money must be for a specific
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purpose to make a positive impact on
the health and welfare needs of the
patient.
We will consider applications to
support patients with transport
and accommodation costs, funeral
expenses, childcare essentials and
clothing, as well as other critical
need items.
Due to limited funds, we are only
able to award one grant per patient.
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Tom’s story
Tom Simpson celebrated his 18th
birthday shortly before Christmas two years after doctors warned his
family he might not survive a rare
blood disease.
The Simpson family travelled from
Northern Ireland to London so that
Tom could undergo a bone marrow
transplant at St Mary’s, but a series
of complications caused the
procedure to fail, with Tom’s life
hanging in the balance.
Tom was put on a ventilator to aid
his breathing but experts feared he
would not survive.
Miraculously, however, a second
transplant proved successful and
over several months he was able to
recover.

The complexity of the procedure
and the care that Tom required
after the transplant meant the family were living in London for over a
year before they could return home.
During this time the Simpsons received emergency financial support
from the hardship fund so that
Tom’s parents, Paul and Linda, could
cover their living costs and stay
with Tom throughout his treatment.
Paul said: “When your whole world
is caving in and you are 100 per cent
focused on your child, the charity’s
support took the financial pressure
away. It removed another layer
of stress on top of what we were
already dealing with.”
The money was used to help the
SImpsons pay rent on a flat close
to the hospital and to buy food and
clothes during their stay.
“We knew he was very unwell but
we prayed for him,” added Paul.
“Even our minister flew over from
Northern Ireland to be by his side.
“The fact that it was all taken care
of enabled us not to have the
money worries that other families
have during the process - and that
was a massive boost.”
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‘Believe in your body’ - helping mothers
give their babies the best start in life

Starting in January, this will be the
first project the charity has coordinated with breastfeeding volunteers and
will see the rollout of our new core
training sessions for volunteers.
The team will start at Queen Charlotte’s & Chelsea but the project is
likely to be expanded to St Mary’s
Hospital later this year.
Experts suggest it is beneficial for
mothers to start breastfeeding as
soon as possible after their child is
born.
It encourages maternal bonding
and reduces the risk of serious health
conditions, including breast cancer,
osteoperosis and diabetes. It has also
been shown to help with babies’
brain development.
“The majority of women will initiate
breastfeeding but by the time they
leave the ward they have lost the
confidence,” said Liza Rees, the Trust’s

“It’s about training women
to believe in themselves and
their bodies - the volunteers
will make such a difference”

Volunteers to offer
breastfeeding help
for new parents

I

mperial Health Charity has recruited a team of expert volunteers to
help new mothers who are learning
to breastfeed their babies.
The trained Breastfeeding Support
Volunteers will provide support for
patients during the first few days of
their child’s life, giving them the
confidence and reassurance to
continue breastfeeding at home.
Based at Queen Charlotte’s &
Chelsea Hospital, the new volunteers
are all mothers with first-hand
experience of breastfeeding their
own children.
They will offer essential support to
the hospital’s midwifery team and
will be able to spend more time with
women, ensuring that mothers who
want to breastfeed receive the best
advice and guidance.
Carmella Obinyan has been involved as a Breastfeeding Support
Volunteer for the last 18 months and
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provides support for new parents
in the community as the Maternity
Champions manager for Hammersmith and Fulham, a role funded by
Public Health England.
She has helped us to recruit the
team of new volunteers for the project.
“Parents always want to do their
best for their baby, but they don’t
always know how to start breastfeeding or they are feeling too tired,” said
Carmella.
“We can support them by helping
to position the baby correctly and
feeding them in the right way. It gives
them the reassurance that what they
are doing is right.”

“Parents want to do their
best for their baby, but they
don’t always know how to
start breastfeeding”
She added: “Midwives really want to
offer that support but often they find
that they just don’t have the time. So
when volunteers are there to help,
the relief on their faces is amazing.”

interim Infant Feeding Coordinator.
“Some women will then feel depressed, as though they have failed,
because they just want to give their
baby the best start in life.
“This project is all about training
women to believe in themselves and
their bodies, so having these volunteers will make such a big difference.”
To find out more about volunteering
opportunities at the Trust’s hospitals,
visit www.imperialcharity.org.uk/
volunteer
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In the Frame

Gallery visits helping
patients experience
art outside hospital

P

atients recovering from serious
brain conditions are being given
the chance to get out of hospital and
enjoy some of London’s top art
exhibitions.
Gallery visits organised by Imperial Health Charity offer patients the
opportunity to socialise, keep their
minds active and engage with the
arts.
The quarterly trips have been
provided for patients at Charing Cross
Hospital undergoing neurological
rehabilitation for a brain condition
such as a stroke or tumour.
A recent visit to the Royal Academy
of Arts included a guided tour of the
Jasper Johns exhibition and a group
discussion.
Pippa Kirby, a speech and language
therapist in the neuro-rehab unit
at Charing Cross, believes the visits
make a huge difference to patients’
recovery.

captivated. She loved the paintings
and gave her opinion on them. I’ve
never seen her so engaged with
something.”
Patients receiving care in the unit
can experience a range of neurological conditions and often spend long
periods in hospital, which can leave
them feeling lonely and, in some
cases, delerious.

“One patient was absolutely
captivated by the paintings I’ve never seen her so
engaged with something”

But these visits provide a change
of scenery and can leave a lasting
impression.
Pippa added: “It is this kind of
activity that really enriches people’s
experiences of rehab, lifts their mood
and helps them feel more optimistic
about the future.”

“One patient who came with us has
very severe cognitive problems and
finds it very hard to engage in any
task or activity for longer than about
15 minutes,” explained Pippa.
“But at the RA she was absolutely

The initiatve is one of many arts
projects the charity has supported to
benefit patients at the Trust’s
hospitals. To find out more, visit
www.imperialcharity.org.uk/
audience-engagement-programme
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Four artworks by the legendary
musician and artist Brian Eno have
gone on display at Hammersmith
Hospital.
The vivid prints were installed in the
hospital’s nuclear imaging department.
Viewed as a series, Eno’s artworks
explore the possibility of light,
giving an illusion of depth and animation. As the viewer walks past,
the colours begin to intensify and
fade, bringing the 2D works to life.
Eno, 69, is best known for his music,
performing as part of the glam
rock group Roxy Music in the 1970s

before going on to collaborate with
the likes of David Bowie and Talking
Heads.
But in recent years he has explored
new creative outlets through visual
art, exhibiting at the New Museum
of Contemporary Art in New York
and the Pompidou Centre in Paris.
Lucy Zacaria, Head of Arts at
Imperial Health Charity, said: “We
are really excited to be able to display Brian Eno’s work at Hammersmith. These striking prints are a
fantastic addition to the charity’s art
collection and have a tremendous
impact on patients and staff alike,
creating a calming and welcoming
environment for patients visiting
the hospital.
“We are especially grateful to Paul
Stolper - owner of the Paul Stolper
gallery - for helping to realise this
installation and for generously donating one of the prints.”
The charity manages a collection of
more than 2,000 artworks across
the Trust’s five hospitals, brightening wards and waiting areas with
colourful art.
A survey carried out by the charity
in 2014 revealed that seven out of
10 patients felt more relaxed during
their time in hospital because of the
art collection.
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HIGH QUALITY
CARE - AT HOME
OR IN HOSPITAL
Charity funding has paid for a new pilot
project that aims to reduce pressure on A&E
and offer more support for families at home.
Lead Nurse Caroline Ward says the scheme
is benefiting both staff and patients

I

t is every parent’s worst nightmare
to see their child struck down by
a sudden illness. Instinct kicks in and
we rush to hospital where we know
that expert help is at hand.
But with accident and emergency
departments busier than ever and
doctors facing a growing backlog of
patients, the treatment room is not
always the best place to access the
right kind of support.
At St Mary’s Hospital, nurses are
developing a pioneering new
model to help parents cope better
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with the everyday illnesses that affect
their children.
The PATCH programme - which
stands for Providing Assessment and
Treatment for Children at Home aims to offer extra support for parents
in their own homes while reducing
unnecessary admissions to A&E.
Imperial Health Charity awarded a
grant of just under £100,000 to help
staff set up a pilot towards the end of
2016 and a second grant of the same
value will enable the team to develop
the programme this year.

Caroline Ward is the Lead Nurse
on the PATCH programme, working
closely with A&E doctors to identify
patients who could benefit from the
service.
She then builds relationships with
the families, providing telephone
support and, if necessary, additional
home visits to structure their care in
the most appropriate way.

“Our A&Es are busier than
ever and we need a service
to relieve this pressure”
“There has been a national shift towards these models of care in recent
years,” said Caroline, who previously
spent three years working as a nurse
in the paediatric emergency department at St Mary’s.
“We know our A&Es are busier than
ever and so are our wards, so we
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need a service to try to relieve this
pressure.
“For those children who are borderline but perhaps do not need a
full hospital admission, we can now
consider providing their care at home
with support from the PATCH team.”
For children who are unwell or who
have complex needs, the hospital is
still the most suitable setting.
But PATCH is able to help families
cope with mild to moderate common childhood illnesses that are
frequently seen in A&E, such as chest
infections, asthma and gastroenteritis.
The additional support helps parents become more resilient in the
community but also know when to
seek emergency help.
Caroline added: “We have avoided a
substantial number of admissions to
hospital and we think we are starting
to reduce re-attendances to A&E too.
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“We don’t want to stop people
coming to A&E as this is sometimes
the best place for patients, but we do
want to empower families to manage
these common conditions in the best
way they can - within the community
if possible.”

“We want families to be able
to manage these conditions
in the best way they can”
Since the pilot launched in September 2016, feedback from families has
been very positive and parents say
they now feel more confident looking
after their children at home.
One mother said she decided
against returning to A&E when her
daughter showed symptoms of a
mild condition that her younger sister
had previously experienced - because
she now knew what to do.

Another said she felt better able to
absorb detailed medical information
in her own home, rather than in a
busy emergency department.
While patients are receiving personalised support, PATCH is also providing much-needed respite for A&E
staff. This alleviates pressure on the
service and boosts morale among the
team.
Thanks to a second instalment of
charity funding, St Mary’s will be able
to continue the programme for at
least another year.
“We are extremely grateful for the
charity’s support and excited to take
PATCH forward in 2018,” added Caroline.
“It is already starting to change behaviours for the benefit of everyone.”
For more information about our
grants programme, visit www.
imperialcharity.org.uk/grants
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Thank you to all
our fundraisers!
We’re hugely grateful
to everyone who spent
the autumn raising
money for Imperial
Health Charity. Here
are just a few of their
inspirational stories

Tyrell toughs out the
Mudder for major
trauma life-savers

F

ormer model Tyrell Todd
completed the Tough Mudder in
September, raising almost £3,000 for
the Major Trauma Centre at St Mary’s
Hospital.
The father-of-two was left unable
to walk, talk, eat or drink following a
horrific car crash three years ago.
He suffered a major bleed inside
his brain and had part of his skull
removed in a life-saving operation,
before receiving support throughout
his rehabilitation.
Tyrell, 23, had a promising modelling career before the crash, having
featured in GQ and Italian Vogue.
Since then he has been focused on
his recovery - and spending time with
his two daughters.
Tyrell decided to take on the obstacle course with his friends and family
to say thank you to the team.
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“The odds of me surviving the crash
were slim to none and my family was
losing hope,” said Tyrell.
“However, the surgery was a success
and after spending four weeks in a
coma I came through.
“They basically brought me back to
life and I want them to see what their
work has achieved.”

“The hospital provided a private
room for me so I could visit Vaughn
around the clock,” she said.
“And when our fragile family felt
overwhelmed with fear, the support
and care of the nurses and consultants kept us strong.”

Grateful mum Ruby
pedals 35 miles for
neonatal team

M

other Ruby Danowski raised
more than £2,000 for the
neonatal unit at Queen Charlotte’s &
Chelsea Hospital by completing a 35mile cycling challenge.
Ruby had experienced a normal
pregnancy until baby Vaughn arrived,
but a difficult delivery left her newborn struggling with restricted flow
of oxygen to his brain. Thankfully
Vaughn was in good hands. Experts
at the neonatal unit were able to
provide first-class care, helping him
survive those tough early days.
Ruby took part in the Thames
Bridge Bike Ride in October, cycling
the 35-mile route to repay the team.

Ironman Mark cracks
gruelling fitness
challenge event

J

ournalist Mark Nicol ran, cycled
and swam more than 140 miles
after his daughter was born prematurely at Queen Charlotte’s & Chelsea
Hospital.
Mark swapped the newsroom for
the tough terrain of the Ironman
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challenge to repay the neonatal team
who brought Isabella into the world.
Mark’s wife Zoe spent two weeks in
hospital before undergoing a
caesarean at 32 weeks and five days.
She weighed only five lbs at birth
and then lost more weight, requiring
a gas mask to breathe.
Mark was so impressed by the care
and compassion of the staff he
decided to raise money for the
hospital by taking on the Ironman
Wales - a 2.4-mile sea swim followed
by a 112-mile bike ride and rounded
off with a full marathon on foot.
“The staff were intelligent, thoughtful and highly communicative,” said
Mark.
“It was a hard week for myself and
Zoe but it was made so much easier
because of the quality of the people
who were around us.”

Runners make record
time after friend’s
stem cell treatment

D

ave Brown and Mark Raphael put themselves through
the pain barrier at the Belfast Half
Marathon, completing the 13.1-mile
challenge in support of their friend
Jonathan Hamilton, who suffers from

multiple sclerosis. Jonathan recently underwent pioneering stem cell
treatment at Hammersmith Hospital
- and thanks to the outstanding care
of experts in the haematology
department, he is now showing signs
of improvement.
The treatment left Jonathan temporarily vulnerable to infection and
carried a high level of risk, but his
blood counts have improved and he
is starting to feel better.
To show their appreciation for the
team who are helping Jonathan
manage his condition, Dave and
Mark set out to raise money for
Imperial Health Charity’s Blood Fund,
which supports the hospital’s
haematology department.
The pair raised more than £5,000,
breaking their own personal best
times in the process.
“Jonathan has had a challenging
time as his condition has progressed,”
said Dave.
“He has been in and out of hospital for consultations, treatment and
recovery.”
Mark added: “Time will tell how
successful the treatment has been
but the signs are positive. Jonathan
is enjoying spending time with his
family and he is growing stronger by
the day.”

Dates for
your diary
SUNDAY 15 APRIL
Brighton Marathon
Now the second largest marathon in
the UK, this 26.2-mile run taking in
the sights and sounds of Brighton
and Hove is the perfect opportunity
to stretch your legs and raise money
for charity. The course start line is at
Preston Park and the route passes
through central Brighton before
heading east towards Rottingdean.
We know running a marathon is a
big challenge, so we’ll help you
every step of the way with training
tips and charity kit to push you onto
the finish line.

SATURDAY 5 MAY - SUNDAY 6
MAY
London to Paris Sportive
Up for a real challenge? Sign up for
this unique bicycle ride and put your
pedal power to the test. Cycle
300km in 24 hours, starting at
Greenwich Observatory and winding
round country lanes to Newhaven
before hopping on the ferry to
France for the final stretch through
the night to Paris. You can take on
this spectacular cycle ride and raise
vital cash to support our work.

SATURDAY 19 MAY - SUNDAY
20 MAY
Snowdon By Night
Could you trek the highest
mountain in Wales and support
Imperial Health Charity? Make it to
the summit at Snowdonia National
Park and see the sunrise from the
mountain slopes. The park is
covered with beautiful, rugged
landscapes, wonderful trekking
opportunities and outdoor pursuits.

SUNDAY 20 MAY
Skydiving Day

GET INVOLVED
Inspired by our fundraising stories?
Now is the time to get involved with
Imperial Health Charity and support
your local hospital.
1. Take part in one of our
fundraising events
We organise regular events throughout the year, including Walk for Wards
and our charity abseil at St Mary’s, providing fantastic support to everyone
who raises money for our hospitals.
From bike rides and treks to skydives
and marathons, you’re bound to find
an exciting event that’s right for you.
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2. Organise a fundraising
event of your own
Got an idea in mind already? We can
help ensure your event is successful
with support, promotional materials
and hints to help you on your way.
3. Make a donation
If you would like to make a financial
contribution to support our fundraisers and help our hospitals do more,
you can call 020 3640 7766, email
fundraising@imperialcharity.org.uk
or visit www.imperialcharity.org.uk/
donate

If you’ve ever wanted to experience
the thrill of jumping out of a plane,
here is your chance. Lean out of an
open doorway at 10,000 feet and
fall forward into the clouds at over
120mph. You’ll be harnessed to a
professional parachute instructor
who will guide you safely down.

For more information about all
our fundraising events, visit
www.imperial charity.org.uk/
fundraising-events or call
020 3640 7766
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Simple ways you can help

About the charity

1. Take part in one of our fundraising
events or organise one of your own

Imperial Health Charity helps our
hospitals do more through grants,
arts, volunteering and fundraising.

We organise regular events throughout the year and
provide fantastic support to everyone who raises money
for our hospitals. For information and advice, email
fundraising@imperialcharity.org.uk

We fund major redevelopments,
clinical research and medical
equipment as well as helping patients
and their families at times of extreme
financial difficulty.

2. Make a donation to
support your local hospital

Supporting the arts in healthcare,
we manage an Arts Council accredited
hospital art collection and run an
arts engagement programme for
patients and NHS staff.

Visit www.imperialcharity.org.uk or call 020 3640 7766
to make a financial contribution and directly support
our work.

3. Share stories about what
we do on social media
Follow us on Twitter @ImperialCharity and on Facebook
at www.facebook.com/charityimperial to keep up to
date with all our news and help to spread the word.

4. Volunteer your time
to help out at our hospitals
Visit www.imperialcharity.org.uk/volunteer to find out
how you can volunteer to support our hospitals.

We also manage volunteering across
all five hospitals, adding value to the
work of staff and helping to improve
the hospital experience for patients.
Fundraising through major appeals
and community events enables us to
deliver our grants, arts and volunteering
programmes and continue our
essential work.

Imperial Health Charity
Second Floor
178–180 Edgware Road
London W2 2DS
www.imperialcharity.org.uk
@ImperialCharity
www.facebook.com/charityimperial
For general enquiries about the charity:
T: 020 3640 7766
E: info@imperialcharity.org.uk
Imperial Health Charity is a charity registered
in England and Wales, no. 1166084

